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Tis the Season
for Crafting
Deck the halls with handmade

crafts this holiday season!

FloraCraft® makes it quick,

easy and inexpensive with our

STYROFOAM™ brand foam.

You’ll spend a lot less than you

would on pre-made decorations.

And when you add your own

creative touches to the designs

we’re showcasing in this book,

you’ll dazzle your holiday

guests with one-of-a-kind

sparkle and shine!
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The Gift of Beauty
We made our snowman with 5-in. balls of STYROFOAM* for perfect placement

on a mantel – but feel free to use larger sizes for a more majestic display.

(You’ll just need to make a bigger hat!) Wrap sheets and cubes of STYROFOAM*

with your favorite holiday papers and fabrics to create a custom version of our

gift tree (right). A dowel, a flowerpot and some fancy ribbon complete the look.
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Around We Go
The different shapes and sizes of STYROFOAM* are tailor-made for holiday

crafting. You can cover balls of STYROFOAM* with glittery pom-poms to

make eye-catching ornaments, for instance, or wrap cones of STYROFOAM*

with felt garlands and silk poinsettias for a tree-mendous table display.
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Enchanted Forest
Create an indoor winter wonderland

on your holiday table. We’ve covered

cones and balls of STYROFOAM*

with an assortment of fabrics,

gems, ribbons and more to create

this stunning tablescape. Get

creative with different materials

and colors to complement your

own décor and place settings.

For fluttery, feathery trees, use a

metal nail file to tuck the center of

a 4" fabric square into a cone, just

far enough to ruffle the edges. Start

at the bottom and keep tucking in

squares about 1/2" apart to cover

the entire cone. (A 12" cone uses

about 3/4 yards of fabric.)



Cool Yule
Let it glow, let it glow, let it glow!

We’ve adorned balls and cones of

STYROFOAM* with gems in icy

shades of blue to achieve an elegant

presentation that shimmers in the

light. Gems are easily attached

with hot glue.
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Silver and Bold
An assortment of ornaments on a pedestal tray (or in a bowl) creates a dramatic

focal point for the holidays. Just cover various-sized balls of STYROFOAM* in

gems, fabric, ribbon, sequins and other festive materials. You can hang them

on your tree, too!



Kiss and Tell
Who needs mistletoe when you

can create your own kissing

ball with minimal fuss and

expense? We wrapped bead

garland around a ball of

STYROFOAM* and attached

ribbon at the top and bottom.

So simple – and so beautiful!
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Merry Masterpieces
You can handcraft your own custom wall art using sheets of STYROFOAM* and

holiday-themed window clings. We’ve affixed these clings with sequin-topped

pins for an added bit of holiday twinkle, then trimmed the “canvas” with ribbon

for a finished look. You can also cover sheets of STYROFOAM* in wrapping

paper or scrapping papers as an artful alternative.
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Tree Trimmings
Cones of STYROFOAM* let you

create holiday tree displays

that are as unique as you are.

Cover cones with fabric and

ribbon, ornaments and tinsel,

peppermints and candy canes,

greenery and pinecones –

you name it! You can achieve

extra height by gluing one

cone on top of a sawed-off

second cone, as we’ve done

here (far left).

Let your imagination run

wild to deck your home with

creative crafts this season!
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Make It: Fun this holiday season with STYROFOAM* brand foam and crafting tips
from Floracraft®. Be sure to visit www.makeitfuncrafts.com for more money-saving,
creativity-boosting craft projects – for this season, and every season!

A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with STYROFOAM® brand foam!

Join Make It Fun® on Facebook to share ideas, tips and photos with

fellow crafters. You’ll also find templates and design ideas there,

as well as at www.styrofoamcrafts.com and www.makeitfuncrafts.com.
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